
We gratefully acknowledge the financial support of the Province of British Columbia through the Ministry of Community, Sport and Cultural Development 
 

2022 BC Butterfly Open 
** 2 Star Table Tennis Tournament  

                        
Hosted by:  BC Table Tennis Association 

June 4th and 5th, 2022 (Sat. & Sun.) 

 
VENUE:   Bridgeport Sports Club,  
 11660 Bridgeport Road, Richmond BC 
 
Entry Deadline:   May 27, 2022 5pm Friday 
 Late entries will NOT be accepted 
Draw Date:         June 1st, 2022 Wednesday 
                                                                                                

BCTTA is thankful for the above sponsor’s outstanding support! 
 
Tournament Committee: 
Referees: Dr. Chandra Madhosingh, Tony Shaw   

Committee: Tony Xu, Kam Tang, Ali Lee; Eddie To; Amelia Ho 

Entry Methods: 
*Online Entry: www.bctta.ca 
*Drop off only: Bridgeport Sports Club, 11660 Bridgeport Road, Richmond, BC 
 TEL: 604-278-5100 

Inquiry: bcttatournament@gmail.com 

 
EVENTS and FEES: 
 

Events Fees  Events Fees 
1) U300 Singles $20.00  2) U500 Singles $20.00 
3) U700 Singles $20.00  4) U1000 Singles $25.00 
5) U1200 Singles $25.00  6) U1500 Singles $30.00   
7) U1800 Singles $35.00  8) U2200 Singles $40.00 
9) U2200 Team $15.00         

(Per Player) 
 10) U4600 Team     $20.00  

(Per 
Player) 

11) Open Singles $50.00    
12)   Age Minimum Combined 130 and over Mixed Doubles    $15.00        

(Per Player) 
 
*NOTE:  
1) The above events’ fees are for BCTTA’s members. Membership Fees: $33 
2) Entry Fees include the player’s admin fee and rating fee. 
3) 2 players age combined minimum 130 and 0ver Mixed Doubles, is non-

sanctioned; no membership is required. The tournament committee will pair 
up partners, and it is a fun game for elder people to keep a healthy life. 

2022 BC Butterfly Open 

Jun 4, 2022, (SAT.)  Jun 5, 2022 (SUN.) 
9:00 am. Door Open   9:00 am. Door Open  
9:30 am. U1200 Singles RR/KO  9:30 am. U1000 Singles RR/KO 
9:30 am. U500 Singles RR/KO  9:30 am. U1800 Singles RR/KO 
10:30 am. U2200 Singles RR/KO  12:00 pm. Open Singles RR/KO 
12:30 pm. U1500 Singles RR/KO  12:30 pm. U700 Singles RR/KO 
1:30 pm. U300 Singles RR/KO  3:00 pm. U2200 Singles RR/KO 
3:00 pm. U4600 Singles RR/KO  3:00 pm. Age 130 MXDBLs RR/KO 

 
*Schedule time is approximate. 

 

        AWARDS 

Cash awards are subject to change depending on the number of entries. 
Cash prizes will be given to the following events:  medals will be awarded to other events’ 
finals and semi-finals. 

                                               1st             2nd               3rd               4th  
Open Singles $300 $150 $75  $75 
U2200 Singles $160 $80 $40 $40 
U1800 Singles $140 $70 $35 $35 
 

Equipment 
Table & Net – Butterfly               Balls – Butterfly R40+ White 
 
Eligibility 
- All participants must be members in good standing of the BCTTA. 
- Seeding in the draws is based on the May TTCAN’s ratings available at the time of the draw.   
- The Tournament Committee may estimate the rating of any unrated player at any time during the 
tournament and remove that player from any event for which such a rating would make the player ineligible. 

 
Format 
-  Al single events shall have preliminary round-robin best 3 of 5 games to 11 points followed by single 

knockouts. 
- Events with less than 4 entries may be canceled or combined with another event at the discretion of the 

tournament committee. 
- U2200 and U4600 Team, each team consists of 2 players only, A v X, B v Y, AB v XY. Both team events 

shall play a preliminary round-robin of 2 best of 3 games to 11 points followed by a singles knockout. 
- AgeMim130 & over Mixed doubles shall play a preliminary round-robin 2 best of 3 games to 11 points 

followed by a singles knockout. 
- The tournament committee reserves the right to alternate the team events games format depending on the 

entries. 
 
Rules 
- Current ITTF Laws of Table Tennis will be in effect. 
- All rackets must be one side black and non-black color on another side with ITTF-approved coverings. 
- Tie-breaks in round-robins will be decided by the score of matches, games, and points, only of those 

players involved in the tie. 
- Only shorts and T-shirts are allowed to be worn during matches unless consent is given by the tournament 

referee.  The color of the playing shirt should not be white. 
- The tournament committee reserves the right to cancel any event or combine events due to insufficient 

entries. 
- Unpaid entries at the time of the DRAW will NOT be in included in the tournament. 
- Players need to bring their own rackets and practice balls 
 
Umpiring  

- In general, players will be required to umpire their own matches.  Umpires will be provided for the semi-
finals & finals.  

http://www.bctta.ca/
mailto:bcttatournament@gmail.com

